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1. Introduction 

The Migabac language is a Papuan language that belongs to the Trans-New Guinea phylum, Main 
Section, Central and Western, Huon-Finisterre stock, Eastern Huon Family (Lewis: 2009). The 
Migabac language group consists of seven villages with a population of 1,673 reported in the 2000 
census (National Statistical Office: 2002). With a 3.5% population growth rate as identified in 
Morobe province, the current population in 2012 is estimated at 2677.  In addition, four other border 
villages are bilingual with a portion of their population speaking Migabac as their first language.  
With these villages included, the total number of Migabac speakers is estimated to be around 4,000. 

Map: Migabac villages and boundaries 

 

The Migabac language group is divided into two main dialects. The northern dialect is spoken in 
the villages of Hudewa and Walingai. The southern dialect is spoken in the villages of Kapawa, 
Daumbole, Tanka, and Butengka. Migabac as spoken in the village of Ago may be considered a 
subdialect that exhibits greater phonological similarity to the southern dialect but is mixed in its 
lexical variation. The population by dialect according to the 2000 census is as follows: 

Northern 587 

Southern (excluding Ago) 685 

Ago 401 

An initial comparison of Migabac as spoken in each village was reported in McEvoy (1999). This 
paper is based upon ongoing research since then and compares the dialect variations as spoken in the 
representative villages of Walingai, Kapawa, and Ago.  

These variations do not interfere with communication since the people are aware of the 
differences. They are able to hear and read with understanding in any of the dialects. 

 

2. Phonological variation 

The Migabac language is written phonemically. The chart below shows the phonetic forms and 
the corresponding orthographic symbols used in the examples in this paper. 

1. Orthography chart 
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[ a b d d͡z e f g g͡b h i k k͡p kʍ l m n ŋ o p r s t u w j ʔ ]
< a b d dz e f g gb h i k kp kw l m n ng o p r s t u w y c > 

The main phonemes to note are the voiced and voiceless labio-velar double plosives <gb> and 
<kp>, the voiceless labialised velar affricate <kw>, the voiced alveolar affricate <dz>, and the glottal 
stop <c>. 

Four instances of predictable phonological variation occur between the northern and southern 
dialects. Ago is considered to be part of the southern dialect phonologically. 

2.1 /d/ ~ /dz/ 
The phonological distinction between /d/ and /dz/ in the northern dialect is not found in the 

southern dialect.  The northern dialect uses /dz/ much more frequently, but it does retain /d/ in some 
words such as adu ‘girl’. Words in the northern dialect that use /dz/, such as dzac ‘fire’ are dac in the 
southern dialect. The southern dialect only retains /dz/ in names, such as the name for the village of 
Dzageheme. Below are additional examples of the variation written phonetically in different 
environments. 

Northern Southern gloss 

[d͡zaʔ] [daʔ] ‘fire’ 

[d͡ziboŋ] [diboŋ] ‘wave’ 

[bad͡zugaʔ] [badugaʔ] ‘he breaks’ 

[ind͡zaŋ] [indaŋ] ‘spinach’ 

[howuʔd͡zeŋ] [hobuʔdeŋ] ‘crayfish’ 

 

2.2 /b/ ~ /w/ 
The phonological distinction between /b/ and /w/ between vowels in the southern dialect is not 

found in the northern dialect.  /b/ is not found between vowels within the same word in the northern 
dialect. For example, bawec ‘he made (remote past)’ and babac ‘I made (near past)’ are bawec and 
bawac respectively in the northern dialect. Below are additional examples of the variation written 
phonetically in different environments. 

Northern Southern gloss 

[hawaʔkaŋ] [habaʔkaŋ] ‘three’ 

[dewoʔ] [deboʔ] ‘night’

[luwe] [lube] ‘dust’ 

 

2.3 /l/ ~ /r/ 
The northern dialect distinguishes between /r/ and /l/, although /r/ is much more frequent. The 

southern dialect only uses /l/. Although people in the southern dialect write some names with <r>, 
they often pronounce them as /l/. Below are additional examples of the variation written phonetically 
in different environments. 
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Northern Southern gloss 

[rai] [lai] ‘south-wind’ 

[ruwe] [luwe] ‘bone’ 

[mareku] [maleku] ‘shielding cape’ 

[roriʔroriʔ] [loliʔloliʔ] ‘round’ 

[roŋroŋine] [loŋloŋine] ‘its many holes’

 

2.4 /kw/ ~ /kp/ ~/w/ 
The southern dialect includes the voiceless labio-velar affricate /kw/. The equivalent words in the 

northern dialect use either the double plosive /kp/ or /w/, both of which are also found in the southern 
dialect. The southern dialect words kwesigac ‘he comes’ and kwa ‘younger sister’ are equivalent to 
the northern dialect wesigac and kpa. Below are additional examples of the variation written 
phonetically in different environments. 

Northern Southern gloss 

[k͡perina] [kʍelina] ‘inside’ 

[k͡pegaʔ] [kʍegaʔ] ‘he stabs’ 

 

3. Grammatical variation 

No grammatical variation has been observed or reported between dialects. 

4. Lexical variation 

The following list provides all identified lexical variations between the dialects that are not 
predictable based on the phonological variation described in section 2 above. With a lexical database 
that currently contains over 4,000 entries, these lexical variations are only a fraction of the total 
recorded lexical items, although additional investigation will likely identify further variations. The 
entries are written orthographically  and sorted alphabetically as found in the southern dialect. 
 

Southern Ago Northern English Gloss 
adu nelong~adu adu~neleweng daughter 
bangkacne hoocne hogocne short 
bengone~mogungne mogungne mogungne~bengone cold 
bileng~balega balega barega lizard 
boya boya beya taro 
dadokac kenuc kenuc small fish 
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dakec falec~dakec ponda porch 
-daba -daba -nawa (1S.Contrafactual)1 
-dabec -dabec -nawec (1D.Contrafactual) 
-daboc -daboc -nawoc (23D.Contrafactual) 
-dabeng -dabeng -naweng (1P.Contrafactual) 
-dabong -dabong -nawong (23P.Contrafactual) 
-daicte -dicte -dzicte (3S.Future) 
-daingte -dingte -dzingte (23P.Future) 
dangac kunu kunu~dzangac breadfruit 
deboc~ubic dolomang~ubic doromang~dewec night 
V-di ~ C-ti V-di ~ C-ti -si (genitive clitic) 
dinggi~lume lume lume bed bug 
dumengka lelengka~lolomengka lelengka~lolomengka underneath 
falec dakec dzakec shelf 
fifiyac bagac ilungkegac ilungkegac swim 
filalangkegac fulalangkegac luwalu hikegac fly 
fitac~hapic hapic hapi~fitac scissors 
fitec fitec matec~fitec bush knife 
gauc~lifuc gauc namung pond 
gogong silicfalic silicfalic~figuc firefly 
guta lelu lelu~guta tail feathers 
hasoc dac homong~hasoc dzac hasoc smoke 
hefaliyegac lilegac lilegac return 
hema koma koma snake 
hetackuc homacneguc beyangkuc later 
kesowa kesowa kperuwe~kesowa cassowary 
kogoc gegecne~kogoc gegecne~kogoc baby 
koni yagong yagong~koni corn 
kutang   manang yellow banana 

                                                           
1 1,2 and 3 are used for first, second, and third person agreement, and S,D,P for singular, dual and plural agreement. 
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kutang sasac kutang kutang red banana 
kwiye~lumo lumo lumo~kwiye gorge 
lobegac lobogac rowogac cook 
mac mac hae~mac rain 
madicne madicne gerecne good 
manong ite ite weeds 
memeya memeya keperuc earthquake 
mendang indang indzang greens 
mogoc dengec dzengec~mogoc fly 
mumuc folalac~nomuc nomuc shelter 
posa~hoc posa~hoc kpalac~hoc stone 
puli wegac kanu fuwegac puli wegac paddle canoe 
salewec sula sula~salewec bamboo flooring 
senggang lufang lufang~senggang naked 
tongge secmuc~gosamuc gosamuc vine 
widec widec manang banana 
wileng hewac wireng top 
wonong unung wonong dirty 
yogo iyo yogo that 

5. Implications for translation and literacy 

Speakers from both dialects report and demonstrate that they understand phonological and lexical 
variation found in oral speech and written texts from the opposite dialect. Most materials that are not 
based on native authored texts have been produced in the southern dialect. Readers from the northern 
dialect typically follow their own pronounciation when they read a text from the southern dialect. 

While those materials have been accepted and used by speakers of both dialects, some from the 
northern dialect have expressed interest in materials produced in their own dialect, both audio 
recordings and written materials. This would increase the amount of work to produce two sets of 
materials, and it would increase the financial cost of printing books commercially, so producing all 
materials in both dialects should be avoided if possible. The minor lexical variations found in the Ago 
sub-dialect does not justify producing separate materials. 

However, it may be beneficial to produce early reading literacy materials in both dialects so that 
dialect variations will not be a stumbling block to beginning readers. Additional readers produced in 
the northern dialect should also be encouraged. 

In addition, audio recordings of Scripture should be tested in both dialects to see if that produces a 
greater degree of use and acceptability. While the workload to produce separate recordings would 
double, the distribution cost would be the same. Scripture should also be tested in both dialects to see 
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if it encourages greater Scripture use. If so, the cost and effort to produce texts in both dialects would 
need to be reconsidered. 

The following text from Luke 13:18-19 shows the variations when the text from the southern 
dialect is adapted to the northern dialect. Variations are underlined in the northern dialect. 

5.1 Southern dialect sample 
Aime Yesudi miwec, “Na oma wiyacka nangeng yowa mibe, ngenge Wapongte ngani-damongte 

silicine nalic ngage-motodaingte?  I mastet hucine ingucne: Ngic monicti mastet hucine balu boleina 
duweme yogo sugulelu yoc bangkacne aime sawawa nango yengi welelu mangngina yafo 
holedaingte.” 

5.2 Northern dialect sample 
Aime Yesusi miwec, “Na oma wiyacka nangeng yowa miwe, ngenge Wapongte ngani-damongte 

silicine naric ngage-motodzaingte? I mastet hucine yongucne: Ngic monicsi mastet hucine baru 
boleina duweme yogo suguleru yoc hogocne aime sawawa nango yengi wereru mangngina yafo 
heledzawiyengte.”  
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